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Gatti Bambini Curiosi Con Adesivi Ediz Illustrata
Invites young readers to touch things as squashy boots, a furry penguin, a shiny truck, and a fluffy cloud. On board pages.
Look, find, and learn with Baby Einstein friends! Read rhymes and search for hidden things in 7 playful scenes. Then flip to the end of the book for bonus Look and Find challenges. Concepts include letters, shapes, and counting.
Facciamo un gioco facile, possibile e divertente: cerchiamo di scoprire una Roma insolita e colorata, una Roma dove il caos e lo smog lasciano il passo alla fantasia e all’invenzione. La nostra amata metropoli può diventare un luogo a dimensione di bambino, dove anche gli adulti riscoprono il lato allegro e spensierato della città. È sufficiente osservare la Capitale, culla di storia e di
cultura, con gli occhi dei figli e allora sarà facile trasformare l’ambiente urbano in un luogo vivace e gioioso, dove poter chiacchierare con le statue di antichi eroi, accompagnare la Barbie a fare la conoscenza di un’antica bambola romana, viaggiare in 3D nell’antica Roma, mettersi a tavola con gli animali del Bioparco, riscoprire a Trastevere qualche vecchio gioco di strada e tirare la
coda ai corazzieri per scoprire di che cosa è fatta, oppure organizzare una super festa di compleanno nella città più bella del mondo.Elisabetta Putini, in 101 itinerari condivisi da grandi e piccini, prende per mano i genitori e i loro figli e mostra una Roma genuina e istintiva. Una Roma da vedere e da vivere, ma anche da immaginare. Perché, come direbbe tuo figlio, «facciamo che la
città oggi è un grande parco giochi?».Elisabetta Putiniromana, è autrice di libri per l’infanzia e di guide per bambini. È socia fondatrice della Cooperativa ArteinGioco che da anni progetta e conduce laboratori e itinerari didattici “in gioco” per i piccoli visitatori dei musei e dei luoghi della Capitale. Per il Comune di Roma ha realizzato molti opuscoli divulgativi storico-artistici.
Introduces basic vocabulary through pictures of items in such categories as household objects, foods, animals, vehicles, games, musical instruments, and circuses. On board pages.
Il vero italiano 2: Practice Makes Perfect
100 Things to Do with Embroidery Hoops
Felix the Cat Paintings
Gatti. Bambini curiosi. Con adesivi
Portable Life Museum
A little blue spot and a little yellow spot are best friends, and when they hug each other they become green.
Presents information about different types of spacecraft and their missions, covering the earliest space rockets through to the most modern craft of today and prospects for the craft of the future.
Adults and children alike will be enchanted by these charming board books which are distinguished by the exceptional quality of the sounds that bring every picture to life. Aimed at the very young, the books have a button on every spread which triggers one of six different nature sounds.
What can I know? What should I do? What may I hope? What s for dinner? More than two hundred years ago, on a day that takes quite a peculiar course, Professor Kant is working hard to give an answer to all these questions. Not only the morning papers, but also a slightly perfumed letter get in his way
however. As a result, he even forgets to go out on his regular digestive walk and everything goes off the rails Light-hearted without being flippant, funny and ironical, and accompanied by congenial artwork, this book tells the story of a day in the life of the great stylite and ancestor of Enlightenment philosophy,
Immanuel Kant, sketching some of his major thoughts (without omitting his seemingly minor ones, like the inhabitants of Jupiter have marvelously light-weight bodies which teases readers to develop a historical understanding). The result is a wondrously easy and articulate approach to Kant s important
construct of ideas. "
Pompeii Sticker Book
Rosie Gigglepip's Lucky Escape
The Dream Gardener. Ediz. a Colori
100 Cool Activities for Girls
How to be an Explorer of the World
A fun that uses illustrations and news to explore the fascinating world of cats. Get to know both wild and domestic animals.
A funny and thoughtful story about the power of little voices, from the creator of Where's the Elephant? and Welcome. How many trees make a forest? Each of the animals think they know the answer but they just can't agree . . . Could a tiny, quiet voice have the answer? Simple yet humorous, this charming story is told
in Barroux's inimitable style and features a host of woodland creatures who children will love. The story encourages children to ask questions about nature and the environment and is a great way to open up discussion on a range of topics. "Barroux tells his story with a light touch and a sprinkling of humour, which
takes nothing away from the message" - The Bookbag, praise for Welcome.
PICTURE BOOKS. Have fun with Spot and discover new experiences together! Spot is going to the swimming pool with Mum and his smart new rubber ring. At first he feels a little nervous, but with a bit of support from Mum and friends soon Spot is splashing about and having a whale of a time!. Age 3+
This excellent activity kit for girls features 100 great activities with an educational spin! Children will love practicing numbers, shapes and more with the included sticker and stencil packs in fun themes like dress-up and cute animals. This large-format budget pack is great to have on hand for a rainy day and will
keep kids occupied for hours!
Little Blue and Little Yellow
(Original Story with Original Illustrations by John Tenniel)
The Little Guidebook for Smart and Resourceful Boys
Richard Scarry's Best Word Book Ever
The Kitten Who Thought He Was a Mouse

This guide to speaking “real” Italian will examine 9 integral parts of speech in Italian: verb, nouns, the article, adverbs, adjectives, pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions and interjections. There is also a chapter on idioms (modi di dire). Each chapter (for a total of 10) features a grammatical overview of the part of speech and then takes a look at some important words and
phrases related to that part of speech. Based on the popular blog, Parola del Giorno, this book features easy to follow explanations on some complex grammar topics while helping you learn new words and phrases and providing a thorough and complete explanation of how Italian language is really used. This book is best suited for intermediate and advanced students.
At any given, moment, no matter where you are, there are hundreds of things around you that are interesting and worth documenting. Warning To whoever has just picked up this book. If you find that you are unable to use your imagination, you should put this book back immediately. It is not for you. In this book you will be repeatedly asked to . . . suspend your disbelief,
complete tasks that make you feel a bit strange, look at the world in ways that make you think differently, conduct experiments on a regular basis, and see inanimate objects as alive.
WHEN A MOUSE family finds a helpless, homeless, newborn kitten, they decide to adopt him, name him Mickey, and raise him as one of their own . . . never telling him that he’s actually a cat!
A 2018 Caldecott Honor book There was a cat who lived alone. Until the day a new cat came . . . And so a story of friendship begins, following the two cats through their days, months, and years until one day, the older cat has to go. And he doesn’t come back. This is a poignant story, told in measured text and bold black-and-white illustrations about the act of moving
on.
Royal Edition
On Ugliness
Robinson Crusoe
101 cose da fare a Roma con il tuo bambino
My Friend the Moon
The multi-talented Don Oriolo has brought us Felix The Cat's adventures through movies, television, comic books, merchandising, and song. The wonderful book Felix The Cat Paintings collects art by Don Oriolo - paintings that are colorful, imaginative, and a fitting tribute to his muse, the World's Most Famous Cat, Felix! Featuring a Foreword by Craig Yoe, with essays from cartoon aficionados
Jerry Beck, Mark Evanier, David Gerstein, and Paul Castiglia. What Fun!
The speed with which Pompeii was enveloped by volcanic lava has left us an extraordinary and unique record of daily life in a Roman town. This information sticker book tells the story of that fateful day and its legacy, through photographs of mosaics, paintings and statues that were amazingly preserved and discovered in the ashes.
Whenever you feel like cutting and sticking, making a model or creating a collage, this striking book is brimming with stylish ideas that you could do every day of the year.
This electronic book is a companion to our first book, Il vero italiano: Your Guide to Speaking "Real" Italian (also available in Google Play/Google Books). This work features exercises to help you practice the grammar, words and expressions presented in the first book. We have also included additional grammar sections called "ALT!" (Halt!) which includes some topics that were left out of the first
book. There is also a section of appendices at the end of the book which includes useful charges and lists to help in your endeavor to speak and learn Italian!
The Big Book of Words and Pictures
Spot Goes to the Swimming Pool
The Cat Book
How to Fly Spacecraft Step by Step

In the mold of his acclaimed History of Beauty, renowned cultural critic Umberto Eco’s On Ugliness is an exploration of the monstrous and the repellant in visual culture and the arts. What is the voyeuristic impulse behind our attraction to the gruesome and the horrible? Where does the magnetic appeal of the sordid and the
scandalous come from? Is ugliness also in the eye of the beholder? Eco’s encyclopedic knowledge and captivating storytelling skills combine in this ingenious study of the Ugly, revealing that what we often shield ourselves from and shun in everyday life is what we’re most attracted to subliminally. Topics range from Milton’s Satan to
Goethe’s Mephistopheles; from witchcraft and medieval torture tactics to martyrs, hermits, and penitents; from lunar births and disemboweled corpses to mythic monsters and sideshow freaks; and from Decadentism and picturesque ugliness to the tacky, kitsch, and camp, and the aesthetics of excess and vice. With abundant
examples of painting and sculpture ranging from ancient Greek amphorae to Bosch, Brueghel, and Goya among others, and with quotations from the most celebrated writers and philosophers of each age, this provocative discussion explores in-depth the concepts of evil, depravity, and darkness in art and literature.
Collection of DIY ideas to create a variety of items from wall art to wearables using origami, stamping, stencilling, embossing, transfers, stitching on paper, collage, papercutting, decoupage, screen printing, papier mache and more.
A dictionary of more than 1,400 illustrated and labeled objects and actions common to children
“Brimming with inspiring and creative uses for the humble embroidery hoop . . . The projects are modern, fresh, and on trend.” —A Spoonful of Sugar There are endless practical and decorative uses for the embroidery hoop: from pretty wall art and hanging mobiles to functional pin boards, key racks, mirrors and storage. Kirsty Neale
explores the numerous different ways to decorate your hoops with a range of techniques including applique, embroidery, crochet, papercraft, painting, stamping, cross stitch and patchwork. The one hundred projects offer a diverse range of ideas for using everything in your craft stash to create unique items for yourself or your
friends and family, for every room of your home and for any occasion! “The designs range from simple to detailed, and from stylish to incredibly cute . . . There’s a really great mix of projects in this book! The designs themselves are lots of fun, and the techniques and ideas can also be easily adapted to make your own embroidery
hoop projects.” —Bugs and Fishes “Wonderfully photographed and delightfully colorful . . . each [idea] is so inspired and delightful.” —Feeling Stitchy “So many projects! . . . a great book for someone who likes to dabble in a variety of techniques . . . and use for crafternoons with your favorite people.” —Gnome Angel
Lift-the-Flap Questions & Answers How Does it Work?
Professor Kant's Incredible Day
The City of The Sun
A Guide of Pompeii for Curious Children
Spot Goes to the Park

Down on the farm, Spot goes in search of the new baby piglets and finds a basketful of kittens as well! Another fun lift-the-flap adventure with Eric Hill's adorable Spot the dog.
How things around us work, from the internet to medicine, money, and more. This excellent addition to the ever popular Questions & Answers series lifts the flap on all kinds of gadgets, systems and ideas. It answers questions such as How does electricity get into our walls? Why do waves go up and down? and Where does money come from? Perfect for every inquisitive child.
They’re reusable! The sticker book series that kids love has a new addition: EyeLike Stickers: Dinosaurs. Each book contains 400 full-color stickers that are amazingly detailed and lifelike in quality and are designed to be stuck on, peeled off, and stuck on again without tearing or losing their “stick.” The books’ inside covers are glossy illustrated backgrounds on which kids can create lively and original
sticker scenes—and then change them whenever they like. Prehistoric species come to life in Dinosaurs, featuring the fearsome T-rex, tanklike triceratops, lumbering apatosaurus, and soaring pterodactyl.
A lonely squirrel goes searching for a new home, only to discover that the best place is one where the whole community can live together. Joining Barefoot's acclaimed collection of social-emotional titles, this tale offers the perfect opportunity to start conversations about coping with loneliness, the importance of community, and what makes a place feel like home. Beautiful illustrations by award-winning
Italian artist Simona Mulazzani bring Squirrel's journey to life.
365 Things to Do with Paper and Cardboard
Spot Goes to the Farm
Catalogo dei libri in commercio
How Many Trees?
Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland
An outdoor activity guide for boys outlines nature-themed craft projects while explaining how to develop proficient skills in areas ranging from reading topographic maps and identifying birds to using a compass and providing first-aid for injuries.
In 1862 Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, a shy Oxford mathematician with a stammer, created a story about a little girl tumbling down a rabbit hole. Thus began the immortal adventures of Alice, perhaps the most popular heroine in English literature. Matte Cover 8.5x11' Can be used as a coloring book
“The City of the Sun” is a philosophical work by the Italian Dominican philosopher Tommaso Campanella. It is an important early utopian work. The book is presented as a dialogue between "a Grandmaster of the Knights Hospitaller and a Genoese Sea-Captain". Inspired by Plato's Republic and the description of Atlantis in Timaeus, it describes a theocratic society where
goods, women and children are held in common. One of the most significant aspects of this community is the distribution of work. Once again Campanella engages in an explicit polemic with Aristotle, who had excluded artisans, peasants and those involved in manual labor from the category of full citizenship and from the highest levels of virtue.
A whimsical and delightful tale about a young boy who befriends the moon. Unfortunately, the moon has a mishap and falls from the sky. The boy takes him home, and together they forge a special friendship . . . This is a charming story that will capture the heart of anyone who has ever dreamt of meeting the moon.
Il vero italiano: Your Guide To Speaking "Real" Italian
Hoop-La!
Space Academy
Book 8
The Boy's Book of Adventure

"Say hello to your new cat. You can tickle his chin and hear him purr. But wait--was that a raindrop? Don't let him get wet"--Page 4 of cover.
In Robinson Crusoe, Crusoe washes up on an uninhabited island on the North American coast. He lives there for twenty-eight years, documenting his physical and spiritual growth in his journal. Then one day a British ship sails by the island, and he is rescued. In the mid 17th century, Robinson Crusoe begins his career as a sailor, against the wishes of his parents, who would prefer him to go into law. Crusoe
survives a deadly shipwreck in the Caribbean and manages to set up a camp for himself on an uninhabited island. Much of the story follows the time Crusoe spent building his shelter and other things to make his life more comfortable. He documents his gardening, goat raising, and hunting, as well as his religious reflections.
Spot the puppy, his mother, and his animal friends have a fun-filled day playing in the park. Movable flaps conceal portions of the illustrations and text.
Welcome to a magical world where animals talk and play - just like you and me! There's a wild wind blowing in Friendship Forest, as Grizelda's storm dragon takes over the magical windmill that controls the forest's breezes! Lily and Jess must help little guinea pig Rosie rescue her family and save the forest - before Grizelda takes over once and for all!
Paperie
Penguin's Progress
Listen to the Countryside
Baby Einstein
Eyelike Stickers: Dinosaurs
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